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Egg cooker  Techwood TO-007
Enjoy delicious and filling meals with the Techwood TO-007 egg cooker. This practical device allows you not only to hard-boil eggs but
also to fry them. It  is  very user-friendly and easy to clean, making it  a perfect addition to any kitchen. The set also includes practical
accessories such as a measuring cup and a steaming tray.  Forget about unsuccessful  attempts and surprise your loved ones with the
perfect taste and consistency of every egg!
 
Cook or Fry
With the Techwood TO-007 egg cooker, you can effortlessly prepare a delicious breakfast or lunch. The device allows you to hard-boil up
to 7 eggs at once. With the option of steaming, you can enjoy healthier dishes without sacrificing flavor! You can also fry a maximum of 4
eggs at a time. Choose your favorite cooking method and savor the variety of flavors!
 
Many Practical Features
The Techwood egg cooker is very simple to use, thanks to its convenient switch. Cleaning the device is also trouble-free and won't take
up  much  of  your  time.  Moreover,  the  brushed  stainless  steel  finish  gives  the  product  a  truly  stylish  appearance  –  it  can  become  a
decorative  piece  in  any  kitchen.  The  egg  cooker  also  offers  automatic  shut-off  and  an  audible  signal  to  inform  you  when  cooking  is
finished – so you don't have to worry about forgetting your eggs.
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In the box
Steaming tray
Container for cooking 4 poached eggs
Container for hard-boiled eggs
Measuring cup
Brand
Techwood
Model
TO-007
Power Supply
220-240V~ 50Hz
Power
350W
Additional Features
Cooking 7 eggs simultaneously
Preparing 4 poached eggs simultaneously
Steaming option
On/Off button
Easy-to-clean stainless steel heating plate
Brushed stainless steel cover
Automatic shut-off and audible signal

Preço:

€ 13.00

Pequenos eletrodomésticos, Other
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